Secure Mobile Gateway
Secure and manage your mobile data

Spiralling data costs, uncontrolled usage and looming security
risks can create major headaches for those responsible for
maintaining mobile data fleets.

Wandera offers enterprises a complete remedy, using a unique gateway architecture and proprietary
technology to protect and enable corporate mobility.

Mobile threat defense

Compliance

Data management

Wandera is the only technology to protect

Gain a real-time view into corporate

With corporate data pool requirements

corporate mobile fleets at every level

data usage for both mobile network

rapidly increasing, and bill shock a

across both device and data gateway.

data and for Wi-Fi hotspot connections.

constant pain for mobility leaders,

Gain unparalleled visibility into security

Enterprises can use flexible controls

Wandera helps enterprises manage their

threats, from misconfigured devices and

to enforce acceptable usage policies,

data costs. Set intelligent capping policies,

intrusive malware to malicious Wi-Fi spots
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get customized alerts and take control of

and sophisticated web attacks.
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Vulnerability assessment

Customizable policy management

Domestic usage policy controls

App scans

Real-time filtering and visibility

Flexible data caps to the device level

Device behavioral anomalies

Restrict undesirable behavior

Network security

Block gambling or other
inappropriate content

Configurable roaming policy
enforcement

Infrastructure

Intelligent data compression

Connection scans

Detect threats, protect against
attacks, isolate vulnerabilities
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Boost productivity, reduce legal risk,
secure sensitive data

Prevent bill shock, manage roaming
activity, reduce data usage

Why Wandera?
Powerful architecture

WHY IT MATTERS

Wandera stands alone in offering security, compliance and data management in real-time,
whether it be in the cloud, on the device or through integrated services such as EMM.

MULTI-LEVEL
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annual cost of malware to the
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of firms have encountered a major
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average cost of a mobile breach
compared to cost of a MTD solution

typical data cost savings with
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REPORTING & POLICY

EMM SYNC

FLEXIBLE CONTROLS

RADAR MANAGEMENT
PORTAL

This means an unprecedented level of visibility into employee activity on corporate devices,
and a set of data-level controls simply not possible with other types of technology.

“Wandera has paid for itself immediately and
many times over. We are securing our mobile
devices, ensuring we are compliance and
accelerating onboard product sales”

Andrew Brandess
Speacial project manager at Frontier Airlines

Industry recognized
With widespread customer and analyst recognition, Wandera stands out for its pioneering
approach to mobile security and data management.
Wandera has been named a Cool Vendor by Gartner, and was acclaimed for its unmatched
multi-level protection in the 2016 Market Guide for Mobile Threat Defense.

A flexible ecosystem
With flexibility at its core, Wandera can be incorporated into existing infrastructures thanks to features like EMM Connect and its powerful
SIEM integration.
Wandera offers deep integrations with leading EMM solutions, including AirWatch, MobileIron, Citrix, MaaS360 and Intune. For select
partners, Wandera offers over-the-air (OTA) functionality, allowing for seamless, simple deployments at scale.
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